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Description PROFIlE 4 PlUS 

Model 4 Ver. 01.00.07 

Stock No. 260-1635 

_j I Date MAY 26, 1987 

MMMMM PURPOSE ----~ 

Our records indicate that you are the registered owner of 
PROFilE 4 PlUS for the Model 4. Please be sure that the version number 
referenced matches your software. Currently, extended report formats are not 
found if they do not reside on the same drive as the "MAP" file. To correct 
this .. you should make the modifications to your software detailed in the 
PROCEDURE section (below) as soon as possible. 

M M THESE PATCHES ARE REQUIRED M M 

MMMMM DISCUSSION MMMMM 

The modifications required will be accomplished by the 
series of PATCHES listed in the PROCEDURE section. If you are unfamiliar with 
'"PATCHING" your software, please refer to your computer OWNER'S MANUAl for 
help. 

( 

After making these PATCHES, your software will be upgraded 
to VERSION Bl.BB.B8. Be sure to mark this version in your SOFTWARE VERSION 
lOG. 

You may continue to use any previous version of PROFilE 4 
PlUS; however, please be aware that until further notice, Version Bl.BB.B8 of 
this software is the onlY one for which we will be developing any software 
corrections. 

Please check the front and back of all of your software 
manuals and be sure that all SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CARDS have been mailed to 
us. This will ensure that you receive notifications about required changes to 
other packages you own. 

MMMMM PROCEDURE MMMMM 

At TRSDOS Ready, apply the following PATCHES to a BACKUP 
copy of PROFilE 4 PlUS: 

PATCH EFCC/CMD <X'9673'=BB BB BB) 
PATCH EFCC/CMD <X'967B'=BB BB BB) 
PATCH RM/CMD CX'7B7E'=3B38) 
PATCH CI'I/CMD CX'7B7E'=3B38) 

------ Check here if you are no longer interested in receiving notifications 
about this software and return this latter to the address below. 
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